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CHAPTER

I

JUSTIFICATION
The solution of the general polynomial equation f (x)*sQ,
vi/here f(x}*=a^.x

+

+ ..o + a^^x + a^, has received

the attention of many mathematicians for hundreds of years
and is at present in a very highly developed state.

Even a

cursory examination of the literature will reveal many
volumes on this subject.

However, this study is concerned

primarily with the numerical methods for solving polynomial
equations, hence the classical methods will be treated here
only as they contribute to this field.
Virtually all of these methods possess serious draw
backs to being programmed for a computer.

Two of the more

common disadvantages are: 1. uncertainty of the convergence
of the iterative scheme and 2. the necessity for making
decisions based on judgements which are difficult to
incorporate in a program for a digital computer.
The first attempts at mmierical solutions involved
hand computation or desk calculators, and a human being was
in control at each step of the process.

If at any time

some difficulty arose, he could make the proper adjustments^
and possibly change to a different technique which would
get him out of the trouble.

If the programmer were always

operating the digital computer himself, he could perform
the same type of function.

However, for an automatic

computer^ one must incorporate into his program routines to
deal with any situation, so that the machine will take the
data and, without any interference by the operator, produce
the desired results.
The first difficulty, i.e. the question of convergence
can often be overcome if the initial values used in start
ing the iterative scheme are close enough to the true roots.
There are many theorems for isolating the roots and
finding appropriate starting values.

One of these is the

well known Descartes* rule of signs.

Other schemes were

developed by Newton and Budan.

One of the most dependable,

involving Sturm*s functions, will be discussed in the next
chapter.
The second difficulty, that of making the decisions,
arises from the fact that in many of the older methods,
special facilities must be devised to handle the cases of
multiple roots, complex and imaginary roots, and roots of
the same or nearly equal magnitudes.

These questions can

usually be resolved only by very complex programs.
The method presented here is designed to overcome both
of these difficulties.

It was designed especially for use

on a digital computer instead of being adapted from some
method originally developed for hand computation.
The main reference used is Lehmer

This method

has been coded successfully for large computers, but to the
author*s knowledge has never been adapted to smaller

computers such as the Royal-McBee L.G.P.-30.
In review of Lehmer*s article, Ralston

has suggest

ed the need for further investigation of this method.

It is

hoped that this document will make some contribution to this
inve stigat ion.

CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
The term polynomial will be used here to denote an ex
n-1 + » .. + sl-iX + a
pression of the form f(x}=a
'‘ ' n x^n +- a 1 t x “
l o
\diere the coefficients are complex constants and the expon
ents are integers.

As pointed out in Chapter 1^ it would

be impossible to list all of the work done on finding the
zeros of polynomials.

A fair idea of the problem can be

gained by examining in detail a few of the more common
methods as follows.
One of the most important, and simplest methods for
finding the zeros of a pol3momial is Newton^s method.

It

is a typical representative of a rather large class of
similar procedures such as substitution and false position.
The particular reference used here is Hildebrand

but it

can be found in practically every book on numerical analy
sis or calculus.

Newton*s method is primarily concerned

with real roots, although in modified form it is also used
to find complex and imaginary roots.
The underlying principle of the method is simply that
if a is the true root of the equation f(x)*0 and x^^ is
the kth approximation to a, then by the law of the mean;
^ ( Hi =s ff (z) where z is between x, and a.
a-x^
^ ^
k
This gives ct-x^ «

ft

j; since f(a)=0.

Now^ if

is close enough to

then f*(z) « f» (x^)

and a better approximation to a can be calculated using the
recurrence formula
Xk+1

T*"[xj^) •

This formula can be used over and over for better and
better approximations and a can be calculated to any degree
of accuracy, provided of course the initial approximation
is close enough to insure convergence.
A geometric proof is quite simple, and convergence
will be seen to depend on the shape of the curve in the
neighborhood of a.

The question of continuity is quickly

resolved since polynomial functions are continuous for all
values of x.

Since the only differentiation involves

powers of x, a digital computer can be easily programmed to
find and evaluate f*(x).

Sufficient conditions for conver

gence are that f(x) and f*(x) do not change sign in the
interval between x^^ and a also that f(x) and f'*(x) be of
the same sign in this interval.
are not necessary.
process is used.

However, these conditions

Convergence is quite rapid when this
Newton*s method can also be used to find

the zeros of fimctions other than polynomials.
Another important method was developed by Lin.
pose that the polynomial
f (x) « x’^ + a^x’^ ^ + .. . +

+ a^

is divided by the linear expression x -a so that

Sup-

n -1

f (x ) =

Then

+

b ^x ^ - ^ + . . .

+

b ^ _^ x +

R.

+

2 .1

x^"^ + b^x’
^x + bn~l.
± ^”^ + ... + bn-2

is the quotient and R is the constant remainder.

One can

easily see that the quotient and remainder depend on a.
Setting X = a in equation 2.1 gives immediately f(a) = R.
Now if f(x) is again divided by x-a, then
f (x) *= (x-a) (x^ ^

^1

+ ...

+

+
2.2

(x-a)R* + R.

Thus it follows that R^ *= f»(a) and in fact if the division
is repeated k times then the (k+l)st remainder R^ *= —
It is not too difficult to write a digital computer
program for the synthetic division by equating the coeffi
cients of like powers of x on either side of equation 2.1.
This gives the relationsj
a^ ““ ^1 ~

a^ “ bg “Cib^^ . ...

sn-1T = bn-1T - ab n-2-’

n

R - ab n-1

Now, introducing the recurrence formula
bfc = afc + ab^.i
b

o

(k = 1, 2, ...., n-1)

*= 1

the digital computer can compute the coefficients of the
quotient with k »= 1, 2,
abn-1T .

n-1 and R * f(ct) *= b_ = a_ +

^

Lin*s iteration is based on the fact that if a is a
a
- n
root of f(x)*0, then
simply a
n-1
so if
is again considered as the kth iterate and
as the refinement of x^
.k
n + X,kbn-1
n-1

^k+1 “ ^k

or Xk+1

X,
n-1

Lin is also credited with a method for finding complex
roots using iterated synthetic division by quadratic fac
tors.
First, let the pol3momial f(x) ■= x^ + a^ x’^"^ + ... +
a^^^x + a^ be divided by the quadratic factor x

+ px + q

so that f (x) * (x^ + px + q}(x^"^^ + b^ x^ ^ + . .. + b^_^x +
b^__g) + Rx + S vdiere R and S are of course dependent on p
o
and q. Now if x + px + q is a factor of f(x) then R*S*0.
The digital computer can again perform the division by
equating coefficients of like powers of x giving the form
ulas a-

' bg + pbj^ + q, ..., aj^

b, + P

+ <iK.
k-2"

’n - 2 +

n-2

K

+ p K k-1
.
R +

^ n -1

P^n-2 +
^n * ^ + ^^n-2 *
These relations give rise to the recurrence formulas,
bj^ - aj^ - Pbj^.j^ - <l\ . 2

^-1 * ^

(k-1:,

2,

n)

^

\diich will generate the coefficients of the quotient.
“ ’^n-l “ ^n-l“P'’n-2"‘*'’n-3
S

bn + pb
^ n-1
ir»-

an -qb
^ n-2
ir»-

Also
2.3
2.4

8

Setting R=S=0 in equations 2.3 and 2.4 gives
p ---- b ^
n-2

n
‘l = F n-2

so that successively better approximations for p and q can
be calculated by the recurrence formulas
R
Pfc+l “ Pk
b
*lk+l = 'I + F
n-2
" •‘
“n-3
Once acceptable values for p and q are obtained^ the
quadratic formula can be applied to x
the two complex conjugate roots.

+ px + q = 0 to find

This treatment of Lin»s

methods is also from Hildebrand
Since the success of each of these methods depends on
finding starting values close enough to the true root, it
seems appropriate here to mention some method for isolating
the roots.

By hand computation one can locate distinct,

real roots fairly quickly by merely computing f(x) for
several values of x and observing the changes in sign.
However, this method will not enable one to find complex or
real roots of even multiplicity and a more systematic
method would be desirable.

One of the most dependable

schemes is the use of Sturm*s functions.
To carry out the calculation, first generate a sequence
of functions h^(x) each of degree r, defined as follows.
n
n —1
Again assvimlng that f (x) » a^x +
■H-.,j-+aj^x +
let
h^(x) = f(x)

hn_i(x) “ £*(x)

h (x) = q (x)hj._j^(x) - hj._2 (x)

(r-n,n-l,...,2) .

2^

Now, if X is any real number, let V(x) denote the num
ber of variations of sign in the sequence
ho(x)j

h^(x).

Then Sturm^s theorem states that the number of real roots in
the interval (a,b), viiiere each multiple root is counted only
once, is given by V(b)-V(a).
One may isolate the roots by other methods, but to the
author*s knowledge only Sturm*s method gives exact results,
A proof of Sturm*s theorem can be found in

Wilf

also gives a scheme for generating these functions by
equating the coefficients of like powers of x in equation
r
2.5* If h^(x) is defined as h^(x) * 2
then the b*s
s*0
can be calculated by the formulas
bns *= an-s
K-l,s “
b

^s*0,•••,n^
(s-0,l,...,n-l)

rr
r-l,r-l
1
^r-l,r-l " ^r^r-l,r-2
"
"r-l,r-l
crh r-l,r-j-l
i
. T + d rb r-l,r-j
^
. - b r,r-j
^r-2,r-j
(j =2,3^...,r

r -= n,n-l, ... ,2).

It is possible that by some systematic process real roots
might be located by a computer using these fimctions,
although the author does not know of any attempts to write
such a program.
Another method, \^ich does not depend on starting
values, is Graeffe*s root-squaring technique.

It, too, is

10

quite simple in principle.

Since the general nth degree

polynomial is the product of n linear factors (x-a^), where
the a*s are the zeros^ i.e.
f(x) >=

(x-ag). .. (x-a^),

performing the multiplication gives
f (x) = x^- (a-i-KxQ +• ••+ a )x^ ^ +
^
^Ot-jCX^ 1
...
l^n ^^

2.6
•"i" ^Otji^CX^•.• 3*

Now^ if the roots are ordered in decreasing magnitude
so that

1

1

j ,

then neglecting all except the first term in each coefficient
of equation 2.6 gives
^/ A n
n “l ,/
•v n “2 ,
,t
r(xj»x -a^^x
+(aj^a2 Jx
+. ..

\
•••ct^)

. n-2,
,a
»xn - AAt X n-1,
+A^x
+. .. +A
1
2
n
and the real roots can be found in order by
^2
otj^=Aj^^ct^
>••• 9 otj ~ A . 2^
Graeffe*s method consists of successively squaring the
roots of the equation.

The process is based on the fact

that the product
(-l)’^£(-x)f (x) >= (x^-a3^^)(x^-ag^). . . (x^-a^^)
is a polynomial of degree n in x
squares of the a*s.
polynomial f^k in x
is formed.

P

vdiose zeros are the

If the process is performed k times a
whose zeros are

^

As k becomes large the roots of fgk^O become

more and more widely separated in magnitude and the roots

11

of f(x)=0 can be calculated by taking the successive ratios
of the coefficients and extracting the 2^th root.

There is

no question about the convergence when this method is used^
although some difficulty is experienced in determining com
plex roots and multiple roots.
A double real root

for instance, will cause the kth

equation to be approximately of the form
fgk(x) = x^^-2a^ ^

x^“^

after k root squarings; i.e. the coefficient of xn-1
‘ would
tend to be half the square of the magnitude of the corres
ponding coefficient in the preceeding equation.

And if
is a double real root then the coefficients of xn-r will

have this property.
a.

Then a^. can be found by

^+1
= A‘n-1
-T

2^^
“i

2A.

The sign of the root must be determined by substitution.
A pair of complex conjugate roots
=

e^^^l

{cos^^ + i sin^^) will cause the kth equation to be

approximately of the form
£ k,(x),
fg

=

X

ri o s'' X n-1 cos 2

(j)^

^

+

a''"*’'- X n-2 -

. . .

n-1
so that the coefficient of x
would tend to fluctuate
both in sign and magnitude with successive k*s.

Similarly,

a complex root pair

would cause the same relations

in the coefficient of x’^
^k+1
found by

and both a and a ,i could be
‘
^
2J

12

cos 2^([)^ =

2.8
r-1

In p r a c t i c e t h e complex roots are usually determined
by using equation 2.7 in conjunction with expressions giv
ing the sum of the roots or the sum of the reciprocals of
the roots.

The decisions involved in these cases of multi

ple and complex roots make Graeffe^s method very difficult
to adapt to a computer.

A more detailed account of

Graeffe*s method can be found in
The most successful attempts to find the zeros of a
polynomial by computers appear to be those involving a
combination of two or more methods.

Ralston and Wilf

present one such scheme \diich first uses a theorem of
Newton.

Let

denote the roots of

f(x)
= an x^+an-iTx^ ^ +...+ aTx+a
'
±
o =0
and

=

Then

y aj
P
2
i=l

(P =
^2®m-2

+ . . .+ am-1t S 1
t + ma
m = 0

2^

(mj^n)
®n+j

-j ■*■• • •

j

(j=l,2,...).

2.10

Using these relations, the S*s can be calculated recursively
starting with

If the roots are real and distinct in

magnitude, and ordered so that |

Og |^* •• [ct^[ ^ then

13

“o
+ (—
“1

r“ 3a\p+i
:

‘5

1

1
J

and it follows that
lim ^p+1
p — ►«> S_

a 1-

The cases of complex and repeated roots can also be
handled as special cases.

This method of finding the

roots is called the Bernoulli iteration.
Since
then

a^S^
1 m-ii

m

2 m-2

m-1 i

2.9
m from equation
^
. s

S Q
^m-2 -^3 ^m-3 m-2 ••
O Q
^m-1
^m-2 ^'m-l
Sm-2\
^
Si
-a‘ 1 (
./ Illctm
m-1 '^2 * •*q
^1
^m-1
^r-1 j equation 2.11 becomes

m

Defining \

" Xjjj “ ^1

^2 \i-l

S„
„ ---2.11
m-2j
'Sm-1

^3^-2\i-l + •••

Equation 2.12 gives rise to the recurrence formulas
a
ml

m-1

mr

m,r-i r

a^
__
m-r

(r*2,3^. • •^m-1)

\n. * "^^m,m-l^
Now the limiting expressions for distinct, real roots will be

14

ai =

lim

and the complex^ unrepeated roots^
found in pairs by
2
lim
3 ^ >p+l~^p,
^ W -'v
}
= p
” ^p^p+i '^p"^p-i
j, 1 r ^p+i~'^p-i
2p2^cosd)_ =
^
P " * ”" ^p+i[ \ " ^ p - i .
After the real and imaginary parts of the roots have
been calculated to reasonable accuracy by the above process^
they may be refined as follows.
Let the division of f(x) by x - x^:
f(x)' = x’^ + aTX^”^
+.. .+ a„
1
n-lt X + a^
n
n-1 + b^xn-2
= (x - x^)(x’
+
»*■ (x -

Xq ) ^ ( x ” "^

+

+...+ C^_3X + C^.g)

+ (x - X^) f’(x^) + f(Xjj)
be performed as before by equating coefficients of like
powers of x on each side of equation 2 .1 3 ^
’’o = 1
+ ^o’^r-1

(r — 1,2,...ju)

=0=1
=r =

+ ^o'^r-l

=n-l
Now, if
X q = X + ly
b r = Ur + i v ^

(r = 1,2,...,n-l)

2-13

15

Cr =
the real and imaginary parts of each root can be separated^
giving rise to the recursion formulas
o

o = 1

o = 0

o

^^r-1 ‘ ^'^r-1
Vr =

“ X,2,...,n)

+ yu^-i

Wj. = Ur + xWr_]^ - yz^-l
Zr = Vr + xzr.i + yWr.^
and the previously mentioned Newton-Raphson method becomes
U

^k+1 “

nWn-1T

+

2

"

V

n Zn-1T

2

<-i + <-i
V

^k+i =

nWn-1T

-

U

n Z n-1T
+ "-n-l
z

This latter technique is known as the Birge-Vieta iteration
According to Wilf^ about 30 Bernoulli iterations and 3
Birge-Vieta cycles will give good accuracy to the roots of
most equations.
One other scheme^ T^ich consists of a combination of
the Newton and Bairstow methods, is described in (7).
theory of Bairstow*s method is given in (8).

The

Also, some

work has been done in which the roots of polynomials are
found as the eigenvalues of a related matrix.

Wilf (5)

points out that the characteristic equation of the matrix

16

- a^ ... “ a 1 - a
n-1
n
0 ...
0
0

-^1
1

^2
0

0

1

0

...

0

1

...

0

0

1

0

A =
0
0

0

0

...

XI
Xl“*1
is f(x)' = x“+a,x
+. ..+ n-iiX+a_
1
n = 0, and therefore the
eigenvalues of this matrix are the zeros of the polynomial
f (x).
Once the matrix A is formed from the polynomial^ its
eigenvalues can be obtained by any appropriate method.
However^ complex and repeated eigenvalues of matrices give
rise to many of the same difficulties as complex and
repeated roots of polynomial equations and the author was
unable to find any accounts of the success of this scheme.
The most comprehensive treatment of numerical methods
for polynomial equations with complex coefficients was
found in

Some of the same theorems which apply to

equations with real coefficients will also apply to equa
tions where the imaginary parts of the coefficients are not
all zero.

However, special techniques are needed to carry

out the operations.
Another scheme, presented in

involves the

separation of the polynomial f(z) into two functions as
f(z) » f (x + iy) = ^(x,y) + i0 (x,y) = O.

17

Then the problem of finding the roots of f(z)=0 is
exchanged for the problem of minimizing the function
S

= 101 + |ef.

18

CHAPTER

III

DISCUSSION OF THE BASIC ALGORITHM
The basic part of this method is an algorithm \diich
tells vThether or not a given polynomial equation has a root
inside the unit circle.

Given a pol3momial of degree n

with complex coefficients^ the first step is to construct a
sequence of polynomials as follows:
Let f(z) be the given polynomial^
f = a

+ a^z +. ..+ a

with a

^ 0•

3« 1

Denote by f*(z) the polynomial formed by multiplying z^
times the polynomial formed by replacing z by the recipro
cal of the conjugate of z. i.e.
f* =

2^

where z denotes the complex conjugate of z.
0

The polynomial f* can be formed from f by first revers
ing the coefficients and taking the complex conjugate of
each.
f* = a + a 1 z +. ..+aT
+ a^z’^ .
n
n-1
1
o
Then let T(f(z)) denote the linear combination
T(f(z)) - a^f(z) - a^f*(z).
The coefficient of z^ will be
is of lower degree than f.
T(£(z )),

~

hence T(f(z))

By constructing in order

x2(f(z)) = T(T(£(z))),
T3(f(z)) = T(T(T(f(z)))),

a finite sequence
T(f), T^Cf) ... T^'Cf)

19

can be formed.

Each member of the sequence must be of

lower degree than the one preceeding^ so that T^(f) will
be identically zero for some k.
Using this definition for T (f), the following theorem
can be stated.
Theorem

Let f(x) be a polynomial of degree n (as

in equation 3»1)»

Construct the sequence T(f)^ T^(f)^...

..:,J'^(f) (defined in equation 3*3) \diere T^(f) = 0.

Then

if for some
h > 0, T^(f(0)) < 0,
f has lit least one zero inside the unit circle, but if
T^(f(0))

0 for all h xdiere 0 ^ h ■< k and T^ ^ is a con<

stant, then f has no zeros inside the unit circle.
The proof of this theorem, as given by Lehmer
requires four lemmas.
n
/ ■
—
vr

Lemma 1.

2TTi for |a)*<l
=
0 for |a[-«l

where the integral is evaluated around the unit circle r in
the positive sense and z = x + iy.
The proof for the case |a[>-l fotlows from the CauchyGoursat theorem

since

^

is analytic for all points

inside the unit circle v^en |a[>l.
The proof that ^

= 2tt±^ when |a)"<|, follows from

Cauchy integral formula, also in
Lemma 2.

If the polynomial equation f(z)=0 has no

roots on the unit circle

then the number of roots inside

20

r is given by

T (zy^'

where multiple roots are

counted according to their multiplicities.
This lemma can be proved by writing f(z) = (z-a^)(z-a2 )
...(z-a^), taking the natural logarithm of both sides, and
differentiating.
In f(z) = ln(z-a]^) + ln(z-a2 ) +. ..+ In(z-a^)
f(zj

z-Ui1

-1“

1' +.
-u . .+
-u — 1
z-a^
z-a.
Z-Og
z
^

Now if each side of equation 3« ^ is integrated around
the unit circle r, then each term on the right will be 0 or
2t 1 according as

is outside or inside r.

Finally divid

ing by 2xi will give an integer which is the number of
roots of f(z)=0 inside r.
Lemma 3-

If f and g are two polynomials such that

If (z) f•<Ig(z) I then g and f+g have the same number of zeros
inside the unit circle.
Lemma 3 can be proved by applying lemma 2 to the poly
nomial g + \f where
g + Xf as 2 ^ ^ ? ^g+Xf*

this gives the number of roots of
^ i c h is a continuous function

of X.
Lemma 4.

If f(z)=0 is a polynomial equation of degree

n with no roots on V and m roots inside F and T(f(0))/0,
then T(f(z))=0 has no roots on F and has m or n-m roots
inside F according as T(f(0)) is positive or negative.
To prove this last lemma, note first that f and f*
(where f* is defined as in equation 3« 2 ^ are equal in

21

absolute value for points on r.
Thus if |z[=l so that z“^ = z, [f* (z) [= |z^^4^ l^(z)[
= |f(z)|.
Nextj assume that T(f)=0 has a root a-^ on r so that
0 = T(f(a3^)) = a^f(ajL) - a^f^Ca^^).
Since |f(aj^)| =

0 it follows that*|a^[ = [a^[

and also T(f(0)) *= fa^[^ - ^^n^^ ~

xdiich is contrary to

hypothesis, thus T(f(z)) has no z«c|) on r.
Now, if T(f(0))>*0, consider the polynomials
P(x) = «= 3n^*(z)
Q(z) = %f(z).
With z on r,
T(f(z)) =

- a.^i*{z) = P + Q

|T(f(z))l = |fl (|a^[ - [a^[) >• 0,
hence

la [ < Ia [

and thus

|P| - [Ql ■= |f[ ([ant • t^of) ^ 0

so

|P| < [Q[ for [z] = 1

^

and by lemma 3^ T(f} * P 4^ Q has the same number of zeros
inside V as does Q, and also f = i Q.
Finally, if T(f(0))'<0, the roles of P and Q can be
interchanged showing that T(f)=0 and ^(z)=0 have the same
number of roots inside F.

However, each root of f* inside

r corresponds uniquely to a root of f(z)=0 which is outside
of r, and thus the number of roots of T(f)=0 inside F is
n - m.
With these four lemmas Theorem I can be proved.

It is

easier to consider first the case when f(x)=0 has no roots
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om r.
i_

Suppose there is a minlmtjm h such that x (f(0))<0 but
that T^(f(0))>‘0

(0 ^ i < h).

Lemma 4 applied to each

member of the sequence,
T°(f) = f, T(f),

(f), . . . { £ )

L —1
shows that each of these pol3momials and also T
(f) has m
zeros inside r, whereas Lemma 4 applied to h “*l(f) shows
that T (f) has dj^_^-m zeros inside r i^diere
is the
h “l
degree of T
(f). This number cannot exceed the totdl
nimber of roots of T (f)=0 so
thus, f(z)=0 has at least one root inside the unit circle.
On the other hand if T^(f(0))>0 for 0^h<k then every
2
k-1
member of the sequence f, T(f), T ( f ),...,T
(f), has the
same number of zeros inside r.

This sequence includes

T^’^(f), which is a positive constant and has no zeros.
Thus f(z)=0 has no roots inside T.
Case 2t

If f(z)=0 has roots on r, then f can be

written as the product f = pq,

3« 6

where p is a polynomial containing all the zeros of f which
lie on r and q contains all the other zeros of f.

There

will be no loss of generality if it is assumed further that
d
5
p = p^ + p^z +....+ z^ and q =
+ q^z +....+
3» 7
\diere |p^|=l and d + 5 = n, the degree of f.
Now, p and p* will have the same zeros, since points
on the unit circle are invariant under the transformation
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z

z ^ thuSj

p*(z) = P q P(z )
f*(z) = p*(z) = Pq P(z ) q*(z)
3-10

f(z) = p^qo +•••+ q^z”
T(f(z)) = P^q^ f(z) - qgf*(z)
= Pq P(z ) [^0 ^1 (2 ) ■ q5q*(z)J
= PoP(z)T(q(z))
T(f(0)) = PgP(0)T(q(0)) = T(q(0)).

3-1^

Now, if |e|=l and F is any polynomial of the form
F (z)
' • =■ ' 0+ 1An z +. ..+ A n z^
eF(z) = eAg + eA^^z +.. .+ eA z*',
then

T(eF) = eA eF(z) - eA^eF*(z)
= eeT(F(z))
= T(F(z)).

3-15

So, applying equation 3-15 to equation 3-13 with F=p(z)T(q)
and e=p

and assuming that T(q(0))f^0 will give the result
T^(£) =

T(p„pT(q)

= T(pT(q)).

3- 16

Now, letting pT(q) play the role of F(z) in the sequence of
equations 3» 6 thru 3»13 one obtains the results
T^(f) = PgPr2(q)
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and

3-18

T^(f(0)) = T^(q(0}).

As long as T

(f)

0 these results can be applied to

T^(f) giving
T^(f) = PoPT^(q)

3-19

T^(f(0)) - PoP(0)T^(q(0))
= T^(q(0)).

3-20

NoW:, q has no zeros inside r so by case 1 if T^(f(0)) =
=

(q(0))’^0 for some h>"0 then

and also f, will have at

least one zero inside the unit circle.
AlsOj if f(x)==0 has roots on

r

then T

(f) cannot

become a positive constant^ since by equation 3 « 1 9 it is
divisible by the non-constant polynomial p(z).

Thus^ the

necessary conditions for applying the second statement of
Theorem I cannot be met^ and Cas(S 2 is proved.
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CHAPTER

IV

APPLICATION OF THE ALGORITHM
Once the basic algorithm is worked out^ the next step
is a systematic search of the complex plane.

Lehmer

has developed a way to do this with linear transformations^
i.e. translation of the origin and expansion and contrac
tion of the plane.
To insititute the search the question is first asked
"Does f(z)=0 have a root inside the unit circle?"
1 is then applied.

Theorem

If the answer is yes^ then f(z)=0 is

transformed into a new polynomial equation whose roots are
twice as large in absolute value^ and the same question is
then asked of this equation.

If the answer here is yes,

then it means the original equation f(z}=0 had roots inside
the circle with center at the origin and radius 1/2, while
if the answer is no, then f(z)=0 had no roots inside this
circle.
The transformation f(z)—>g(u), \diere the zeros of g
are just twice as far from the origin as the zeros of f, is
effected by replacing z by

A digital computer can per

form the calculations in the following manner.
Let
Then

f(z) = a^ + a-,z +.. .+ a z^.
°
^
a
a
g(u) = f (§) =

vdiich is

obtained simply by multiplying eahh coefficient a^ by
2 *,

{ 1= 1 ^2 ,
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Ifj on the other hand^ f(z)=0 had no roots inside the
unit circle^ then the computer could proceed to perform a
contraction of the plane so that the area originally
enclosed by the circle with center at the origin and radius
2 would be enclosed be the unit circle.
This contraction could be done in a manner completely
analogous to the expansions.
+. ..+ a zn
1
n
then g(z) = f(2z) = a^ + 2a^z +. ..+ 2^^a^z^ = 0
If

+ SL-, z

f(z)

will have roots whose magnitudes kre exactly one-half those
of f(z)=Oj and the computer can perform the calculations by
multiplying each

by 2^.

Proceeding in this manner^ performing a series of
expansions or contractions of the plane, a ring or annulus
will eventually be found which will have the following
properties:

The inner radius will be R, and the outer

radius will be 2R^ and furthermore f(z)=0 will have a root
« such that R-<|a|'<2R and there will be no root of magnitude
less than R.
This annulus can be completely covered by a set of
eight circles of radius

and centers at

(3, o ) ( 5 gS—
# ,> S ^5 ^ ) ( o ,
( ^ ,

5R V2

3 /^

2 5 5 ^ ) (0, z f )

o)(

-5R VI’

)•

B

’

g

„d
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Thus^ by translating the origin to each of these points in
turn, and performing an appropriate expansion or contrac
tion, one can determine vjhich of these circles contains the
rootaa.

Assuming that a is contained in a circle with

center at p, a second annulus can be found with center at p
and inner radius

and outer radius 2Rj^, such that

Rl<I a-p[“<2 R 3^ \diere

is not larger than

The translation can be performed by repeated S3mthetic
division as explained in

Let f(z) *=

+ ...

...+ a-^z + a^ and perform repeated synthetic division by
z-p.
an + an-11 ...
^an
d

an + bn-1n . ..
pan
n

n-2

o

1

Then after n-1 steps, a transformed polynomial g(z)=d^ +
d-,z +. ..+ d
is constructed whose coefficients are the
i
n
successive remainders of the division steps and \diose zeros
are the zeros of f decreased by p.
Now, this annulus can in turn be covered by eight
smaller circles and the process repeated until the desired
degree of accuracy is attained.
Thus, with appropriate combinations of such linear
transformations. Theorem I can be used to determine whether
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f(z )= 0 has a root inside a circle of any radius and with
center anywhere in the complex plane.
After one root is located^ it can be removed by
synthetic division, and the degree of f(z) decreased by one
so that the procedure can be repeated until the degree of f
is zero.
As can be seen from the search procedure, this process
locates both real and complex roots in exactly the same
manner, and if a is a multiple root its multiplicity can be
determined by repeated synthetic division.
This program was written using Act III, v^ich is a
compiler for the Royal-McBee LGP-30 digital computer.

A

compiler is an automatic coding system which will translate
written statements (knoTm as the source program} into basic
machine language.

A complete description of Act III can be

found in the manual at the Missouri School of Mines Compu
ter Center.
The source program as prepared by the author is pre
sented in the appendix.

The flow chart is on page 29*

A

more detailed flow chart for Theorem I is included on page
30.
The input format consists of the degree of the equa
tion (an integer), the tolerance and the real and imaginary
parts of each coefficient in order of decreasing powers of
z.
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Fig. 1

Flow

Chart
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Fig. 2

Detailed Flow Chart for the Basic
Algorithm
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The output format includes the real and imaginary
parts of each root^ the multiplicity
reliability index of ± 1.

(an integer) and a

This latter feature is included

as a precaution in case the tolerance is too small for the
accuracy of the computer.

A + 1 indicates that f(a) is

within the required tolerance while a - 1 indicates that
although f(a) exceeds the tolerance^ the internal capacity
of the computer does not permit any closer approximation of
the true root.

This prevents the calculations from going

into a never ending loop.

It should be understood^ however,

that the fact that f(a) exceeds the tolerance does not
prevent a from being within the tolerance and the printed
value of a may be well within the desired limits, even
though this index is negative.
Conversely, however, there is no assurance that the
difference between the true value and the calculated value
of a is less than the tolerance.

The tolerance assures

only that ff(a)[“<t and it is even possible that round-off
errors in the synthetic division could render this inequal
ity false.
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CHAPTER

V

RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
Although the use of this method eliminates many of the
problems of the older m e t h o d s i t does so at considerable
expense of time.

Not only is the rate of convergence slow,

but the construction of the sequence of functions for each
step requires a great amount of time due to the number of
operations.
There are some innovations which would speed the pro
cess.

For instance, when all the coefficients are real, a

subroutine could be added to remove the complex conjugate
of each complex root.

Also, the last root to be found,i.e.

\dien n=l, could be located by a simple division step.
Either or both of these features could easily be added to
the present program.

However, since the purpose here is to

experiment, the author has not included such routines.
With both of these modifications, the time might be reduced
by a factor of 2 and thus would still be very slow as can
be seen from Table I.
Another difficulty encountered was scaling the coeffi
cients.

Standard floating point constants in an Act III
_qo
program can vary from 10
to 10 , but this range is too
small since some of the coefficients in the sequences con
structed from even fourth degree equations exceed these
limits.

This problem can be controlled somewhat by dividing
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TABLE

I

COMPUTING TIMES

Equation

Nature of Roots

Time

+ 2x + 1 = 0

real^ repeated

45 minutes

- 6x + 2 5 = 0

complex conjugates

2 . 2 5 hours

- l2 x^ + 86 x^ - 300 x

complex conjugates^
repeated

8 hours

2 complex conjugates,

12 hours

+ 6 25 = 0
X® - 2 2 x^ + 231x^ - 1460x3
+ 5,115^ - 13.750X
+ 15,625 = 0

repeated
1 real, repeated
all same magnitude

3^

the equation thru by an appropriate constant.

The author

has tried various combinations and it is suggested that any
future research done on this problem include normalizing
the coefficients by dividing the equation by the nth root
of the product of all the non-zero coefficients.

This stej^

of course^ will add to the running time.
Setting tolerance also poses problems.

Since, obvi

ously, the trial answers cannot be compared with true
answers, some alternate way of testing must be used.

One,

the method used here, is to compute the value of f(x) for
each approximation and continue until f(x) is close enough
to zero.
ates.

Another way would be to compare successive iter

Still a third alternative here would be to test the

radius of the circle in \diich the root is found to lie.
The most serious dificulty appears to arise from round
off error.

For example, vi^en a root is found to lie in a

circle whose radius is of the order of 1 0

, then for 6 th

degree equation, the coefficient of x would have to be
multiplied by ( 1 0

= 10

expansion of the plane.

to carry out the proper'

Needless to say, this produces

quite extreme ranges in the value of the coefficients, and
builds up a troublesome round-off error.
Although this round-off error can be minimized by cer
tain procedures, it can be strictly controlled only by
greater internal precision which, of course, would greatly
increase the running time.
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In view of all these problems, one must conclude that
this method is not practical for small computers, at least
for programs compiled by Act III.

It might be practical to

use this process in conjunction with some other method.
The generality of this method would make it a very good way
to find starting values Tdiich could then be refined by some
faster procedure.

It must be pointed out, however, that

many of the problems arise from limitations of the computer
and not of the method.

In fact, the author feels that this

process may well be the forerunner of a group of similar
procedures involving such a search routine.
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APPENDIX I
THE SOURCE PROGRAM
dim*a*10*b*10*c*10»d’10*e*10*f •I0’g’10'h*10*u*8*v»8*ee*10*ff *10*»
0»;*u*l* •
prev*;*u*5 *
prev*;*v*3*
prev*;*v*0*
prev*;*v*2*
prev*; *u*6*
0 *-*u*0 *;*u
prev*;*u*i+*
prev*; *v*i4-*
prev*;*v*6*
.2**e*l*;*v 1 **
0*-*v*l*;*u xl I
prev’;*v*5 *
iread *n **
index*! *0 *q
read*^* *cr*
0*;*i*’
prev*;*cnta *prev*;*cn tb * *prev*;*cn-tc* *prev*;*c n td * *
prev*;*cnte *prev*;*cn-tf**
.l**e*l*;*s
sl*read*a*i
_ ^ _____
__ r e a d * b * i* *
a*i*; *e*i* *prev*; *ee*i* *b*i*; *f*i* *prev*;*ff*itf
i'ter*i*l*n*sl* *cr* *
if*[*abs*a*z*+’abs*b*z*]'-*.1 ’*e-*6 *neg*s2 8 *zero*s28 **
s2 1 *0 *;*alphr* *prev*; *alphi* *prev*; *cnta* *prev*; *cntb* *prev*; *cntf 11
_ • - t —I t
s*;*r**
0 *;*i*»
s5 9 *ee*i*; *e*i* *ff *i*; *f*i11
iter*i*l*n*s59**
use *sl6 **
s2 0 *n*;*k**
s2 *k*;*i* *
0*; *J*»

s5 *a*i*;*g*j**
b*i*;*h*j**
i*i-*l*;*i**
iber*J *l*k*s3* *
0 *;*i’*
sl^*0 *-*b*i*;*b*i**
i*ter*i*l’n*si+* *
0 *;*i**
s5’[*g*0*x*g*i*+ *h*0 *x*h*i*]*-’[*a*0 *x*a»i*+»b’0 »x*b*i*]*; *c*i**
[*g*0 *x*h*i*-*h»0 'x*g*i’]*-*[*a*0 *x*b*i*-*b»0 *x*a*i*]*; *d*i**
iter*i*l*k*s5 **k*i-*l*;*k* *
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APPENDIX

I (Contt)

’abs»c’0*-» .1* *e*10 'neg»s56 **

s3 5 *.1 **e-* 5 c’i•;*c*i* *
,1* *e-*5*x*d*i*;*d*i* *
iter *i *1 *n *s35 **
use*s3^’*
s3 6 *1

*;’i» *

s6*if*[*abs’c'i*-*.1'*e-*5'1'pos*s7'*

zero *31^4-*pos ’s8 ’*

use’sl6 **
sl2*r'x*.5* *e»0»;»r* *15 0 7 *print*r**
use *s22 **
sl0*k*;*i*»

0 »;*j**
sl3*c’i»;’a'j* *
d * i* ;* b * J ’ *
i*i-*l’;*i»*
iter*0 *l*k*sl3* *
use*s2* *

sli|-*if'[*cntc*i- *1* ]*pos’sl5 **
0 *; *cntc **prev*; *cnta**prev*; *cntb **
r*x*.15 **e*l*;*r* *

r*x*.2**e*l*;*r*»
sl6*n*;*i* *
.1* *e*l*;‘p* *
sl7*p’x*e*i*;*a*i**
p ’x ’f*i*;’b'i* *
r*x*p*;*p* *
i*i-*l*; *i* *
if *i *zero’sl7 *pcs *sl7 **0 ’;’cntc **
.1* *e*l*/’a*0*;*recip*’
0*;*i*'
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APPENDIX I (Con*t)
s3T*^ecip'x*a*i*j *a*i* *
recip*x*b*i*; ’b*i* *
iber *i *1'n *s3T **
use*s20* *
sA|-l*u*q*x*mu‘;*nur **
v*q*x*inu* j*nui**
q*i+*l*;*q* *
if*q*i-*8 *neg*s26 **
500 * ip rb * q * ' 0 * ; *q* * p r e v * ; ^m ii* *
.2* •e*l*x*mu*; *nur* *.15 **e*l*x*niu*; *rad* *
use *s26 **
s22 *if *abs *alphi *+'abs *alphr *zero *s2ii-**
1 *; *cnbd **
use*s50 **
s2 3 *0 *;*cntd* *
i f ' [ * a b s * a * z * + 'a b s * b * z * ] * - * b * p o s * s 25 * *

1*;* eta **use *s29 **

“ ,t - --

XIUJL

^
\j y luu.
c; V > X O.U.
^ M
s 2 6 * a li^ r * + ’ n u r * ; 'b e t a r * *15 0 7 * p r in t * b e o a r * *
a lp h i * + 'n u i * ; 'b e t a i * *150 7 * p r in t 'b e t a i * * c r * *
i f * [ * a b s * n u r* + * a b s * n u i * ] ' - * . 1 * * e -* 5 * p o s * s 50 * *
0 * i - * l * ; 'e t a * *
u se *s2 9 * *
s50* n * ;» j'*

0 *;'i**
s3 3 *ee'i*;*e*i* *ff*i*;*f*i* *
it e r 'i* l* n * s 3 3 * *

s5 1 ’0 *;*w* *
prev*;*y* *
prev*;*i* *
s5 2 *[*e*i*+'w*]*;*e*i**
[*f*i'+*y’]*;»f*i**
[*betar*x'e*i*-*betai*x*f'i* ]*; *v* *
[*betai*x*e*i*+'betar*x*f *i* ]*; *y' *
iter'i*l*j*s5 2 '*
j*i-*l’;*j**
if’j*pos'S5 1 **
if*abs*e*z*+'abs*f*z*-*t*pos's2 7 **
betar*;*alphr* *
betai *;*alphi **!*;*eta'*
use *s29 **
s2 7 *rad*;*r* *1 *;*cntf**
0 *; *cnta**prev*;*cntb **prev*;*cntc*'use *sl6 **
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appendix

I (Conit)

28*0*; *alphr* *prev*; *alphi* *1*; *eta* *
s29*0*;*m* *
s

s3 0 *0 ’;*w* *
p re v * ; *y' ’
p r e v *;* i **
s 4 6 * e e * i* + *w *; * a * i * *
f f * i* + * y * ;
[*alphr*x*a'i*“ *alphi*x*b*i* ] *; *w* *
[ * a l p h i * x * a ' l * + ’ a l p h r ' x * b * i * ] * ; *y* *
it e r * i* l* n 's 4 6 * *
i f * c n td *pos * s 23 * *
if * c n t e * p o s * s 5 2 * *
0*;»i»*
s3 1 *a*i*; *e*i* *prev*; *ee*i* *b*i*; *f *i* *prev*; *ff *i 11
iter*i *l’n* s31 ’*

m ’i+*l’;*m' *
n*i-*1 *;*n* *prev*;*z* *
if*n'zero*s55* *
1 *;*cnte **
use*s30**
s32*0 *;*cnte **
if* [*abs*a*z*+*abs*b*z*]*-*t*pos*s55* *0*;*i* *
use *s31**
s5 5 *cr**
1 5 0 7 'print *alphr **150 7 *print *alphi **
50 0 *iprt»m* *
500 *iprt*eta*»
if*n*pos *s2 1 **
stop* **
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